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Paris, 3 october, 2016 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Renowned Italian Jeweler FABIO SALINI Presents His High Jewelry Creations 
at Paris Fashion Week in the Assouline Residence at Palais Royal from 
October 3rd – 5th 
Fabio Salini is in essence, creativity.  

With an experimental, research-driven approach to jewelry design, he creates 

unexpected combinations evolving the face of traditional high jewelry.  

 

Fabio Salini draws seductive forms, and uses dramatic, yet soft volumes that result in 

unique jewelry with strong character, combining contemporary design with classical 

elegance.  

 

Both living in Rome –the cradle of classical art– and a deep interest in contemporary 

art, constitute for Fabio Salini a dichotomy of stimuli that flows through his creations. 

Working with contrasts and experimenting with new materials, he has revolutionized 

the classic vision of jewelry, bringing a new level of bold expressiveness. 

From October 3rd- 5th in the Assouline Residence at Palais Royal, Fabio Salini will 

personally lead you on an exceptional journey into the narrative of his works, through 

the materials he has experimented with in his unconventional but exquisite jewelry 

creations: from precious gems to rock-crystal, leather, silk, stingray, titanium, bronze, 

copper, resin, bamboo or carbon fiber.  

This private viewing of Fabio Salini’s one-of-a-kind creations, is an anthological, 

tangible and wearable exhibition of pieces that he personally has chosen to introduce 

how his jewels come into being through a creative process of exploration, developed 

over time, with a novel, evolutionary approach to traditional jewelry-making.  

About Fabio Salini 

Fabio Salini’s innate passion for jewelry has been consolidated by formal study and 

work. After obtaining a degree in Gemology at the University of Rome with a thesis 

on emeralds, Fabio Salini worked for years in the creative and production 

departments of the storied maisons of Cartier and Bulgari. He launched his first 

collection in 1999. Fabio Salini opened his Atelier in the historic center of Rome in 

2004. Fabio Salini is considered today one of the most valued representatives of the 

high-end Italian jewelry of his generation. 
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